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About This Game

 RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS  is a multiplayer battle royale shooter and your trip to hell. Here start's battle of unarmed
prisoners, in which the strongest wins. Also, you are waiting for unusual meetings with unknown anomalies and mysteries. Only

your aggression and cruelty will help you to save your skin by killing all the players to last one. Welcome to Mother Russia.

 Features:

 Retro-style

 Many unusual locations and secrets

 Dynamic gameplay

 Highest level of optimization

 Translation into 24 languages (Ugandan too)
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Title: RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Agafonoff
Publisher:
Agafonoff
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Pentium Dual Core 1.3 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 510 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Greek,Danish,Simplified
Chinese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Czech,Swedish,Japanese,Korean
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This game is really hard if you are not familiar with the habbits of gopniks. If you understand their motive and why they playing
such hardbass music wearing adidas u find yourself perfectly in place with this one.
10/10 would lenin again!. Yes.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥yes!. VERY CHEEKI BREEKI 420/69. Honestly the only thing about this game that
makes it worth considering is the Gopniks.
Besides that, it's a mess of issues. #1 being that there is not a single server so you cannot play the game.
#2 being the mouse sensitivity even when turned up all the way is horrindously slow.
#3 The loading takes way too long for a game with these kinds of graphics. It takes about 2 minutes to load which is retarded.
Went in hoping to have a cheeki breeki time. Came back with 99 cents less and some disappointment.
Refunding.. bit♥♥♥♥♥♥tbh. Cant Run PUBG? Then this is the game for you! I am glad finaly some one made a BR game that
any one can run! this game looks better than pubg and runs bettter too why not spend some cash and hop into a game and have
some fun with RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS You can Become the Russian you allways wannted to Be! Drink Vodka with your
friends and blow up some noobs with RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS you can do what ever you Russian Heart wants!. god its
beautiful
. unplayable....for now. Introduction:
The aptly named 'Russia Battlegrounds' delivers players a large scale battle royale-type experience similar to the widely popular
Fortnite and PUBG. Players fight each other in a desolate russian arena with a variety of terrains including but not limited to:
dense forests, barren tundra and steep mountain ranges, with the threat of tracksuit-wearing mob members being a constant
worry.

Story:
'Russia Battlegrounds' offers an original, in depth story starting with a compelling prologue involving soviet-era music and an
exhilarating zeppelin ride. There is plenty of character development on offer with a plethora of satisfyingly deadly weapons to
equip. The choice to include literally zero character dialogue, interactions, animations or backstory is revolutionary as it allows
the player to create their own adventures in the vast map. The absence of micro-transactions is also a welcome sight and
indicates that the industry is still full of developers who put game quality and experience over profits.

Enemy Types: 'Russia Battlegrounds' provides the player with a small, yet incredibly high-quality selection of foes to face such
as KGB officers and mob wastemen. The intelligent, adaptive enemy AI provides a challenge for even the most experienced of
gamers, even matching the difficulty of Dark Souls at times. Not to mention that once the player dies, there is no respawn, a
feature that tested even some of our most hardened reviewers.

Player Controls: As a wise man once said "The simple way is the best way...". This proverb rings true for all elements of 'Russia
Battlegrounds' and its innovative control scheme. Even though a total of 12 keys are used for player control, the game's unique
set-up allows players to utilize a full range of motion and actions. It is truly impressive to observe a squad of players skilfully
evade the mob, all the while yelling russian insults through the voice chat.

Immersion: The first thing most people notice upon loading into 'Russia Battlegrounds' is the exquisite attention to detail in the
map. Playing on a 4K monitor with the settings ramped up to ultra provides total photo-realism which, when paired with high-
definition surround sound, completes this game as one of the most groundbreaking feats of programming this decade. The
precense of bugs and glitches was not noted and connection times were negligable.

PC Requirements:
Due to the heavy graphical requirements of such a game, only serious gaming rigs can handle the smooth 10fps needed to enjoy
this game. Our recommended specifications are an 8-core Intel i9-9900k or equivilant, 32gb RAM, a Nvidia GTX 2080 Ti plus
a whopping 1TB hard drive space.

Verdict: This surprise release is definitely worth the purchase price of £0.79 and will keep you occupied for many hours. The
multiplayer option provides good variety to the undeniably excellent bots and playing with headphones can provide some
geniuinely tense moments during gameplay. The only flaw in this masterpiece is the long download times but once completed is
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well worth the wait. Future updates promise new feature such as a hardcore mode, new weapons and vehicles which will
increase replay value considerably. Overall, an incredible game and a strong contender for Game of the Year.

10/10.
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Fix the bugs and rebalance bots and mobs, then the game will be cool.. This game is really fun I only have a few problems and
those are just really that no one is ever online if your lucky you'll get 6 players and its too easy to level up I got to the 3rd to final
level in 1.6 hours and the ultra bots always fly in the air and you can't aim up so you can't shoot them but overall I would love to
see this game be upgraded and more weapons added even armor! but we will just have to wait. quot;Why are we still here? Just
to suffer? Every night, I can feel my leg… and my arm… even my fingers. The body I’ve lost… the comrades I’ve lost… won’t
stop hurting… It’s like they’re all still there. You feel it, too, don’t you?". My sound snot work in this game but still good. if this
game is ear♥♥♥♥♥♥simulator 2018 it passes with flying ♥♥♥♥ing colours cuz thats all its good at. hey so i bought the game
but the servers dont seem to load at all and just say connecting
. I love it. I think dev got drunk and made this game in a single night. It's so fun. Needs more players. Lots of potential. I have
no idea what I'm doing. WHY DID I BUY THIS. Oh well, only 49 cents lol. Its so fun, I think specifically Ash Jeffby would
like to play this game. Favourite battle royale
Nostalgic, and takes me back to my communism days

NEW WEAPONS AND MORE - Update 1.4:

Added:. TRADING CARDS ARE AVAILABLE COMRADS!:
Коллекционные карточки доступны для получения вместе с уникальными тематическими предметами, наслаждайтесь! 

Collectible cards and with unique items are available now, enjoy! 
. 9 МАЯ УНИКАЛЬНЫЙ ИВЕНТ:

Товарищи, в честь 9 мая в RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS стартует уникальный ивент с новым игровым контентом.
Испытайте настоящий экшен сражения в глубинке с неповторимой примесью постсоветской атмосферы RBG, сражаясь
с армией нацистов под артобстрелом. Ивент продлится до конца месяца, ждем вас в игре!. NEW BRUTAL RUSSIAN
HANDS - Update 1.4.5:

Added:. Community Giveaway this weekend!:
Hey guys! We'll be doing another 10 key giveaway of RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS this Saturday at 2 PM Eastern Time again
so make sure you are on the community discord (https://discord.gg/a2pHSma) to have a chance at winning 1 of the 10 keys and
also talk about future development!
(1 key per person please <3)

We'll also be doing a huge community game after the giveaway so make sure to be on to play!

Thank you all for being with us and continuing to support the development! Be sure to report all bugs and to suggest things for
us to add!! CYKA BLYAT GOPNIKS. ULTRA-BOTS - Update 1.3:

Added:
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